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ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions Excluding Structured Finance (Jan.-Aug. 2021) 

 

*Rating actions comprise rating, CreditWatch, and outlook changes over January-August 2021. §The sum of social, governance, and 
environmental actions slightly exceeds total ESG-related rating actions because some actions were influenced by multiple factors. YTD--Year-
to-date. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 
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Key Takeaways 
− We took 70 ESG-related credit rating actions in July and August, including 40 

downgrades and 11 upgrades. Social factors drove 71% of last month’s ESG-related 
credit rating actions, and 25% and 4% were driven by governmental and environmental 
factors, respectively. This year through August slightly more than half of the nearly 390 
ESG-related rating changes were health and safety related (social), with one quarter 
driven by governance and one fifth by environmental considerations. 

− The financial sector will be instrumental in facilitating the transition to the low or zero 
carbon economies now targeted by policymakers, but the transition itself could pose 
financial and operational risks for the sector. 

− Regulators are using scenario analysis, stress tests, and other tools to assess the 
financial sector’s vulnerability to climate change, foster higher disclosure, and 
encourage banks to embed environmental risks in their strategy and risk management. 
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ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions Including Structured Finance (Jan.-Aug. 2021) 

 Sovereigns International 
public finance 

U.S. public 
finance 

Corporates and 
 infrastructure 

Structured 
finance 

FI and 
Insurance 

Total 

Downgrade 8 10 51 47 99 3 218 

CreditWatch negative 0 0 42 16 15 0 73 

Downward outlook revision  5 1 15 14 0  35 

Upgrade/Upward outlook 
revision 

3 0 7 38 10 2 60 

Total ESG-related rating 
actions* 

16 11 115 115 124 5 386 

Of which social§ 11 10 27 78 107 1 234 

Of which governance§ 8 1 58 11 8 5 91 

Of which environmental§ 0 0 44 28 9  81 
 
*Rating actions comprise rating, CreditWatch, and outlook changes over January-August 2021. Structured finance actions relate to ESG impacts 
by transaction (tranche), while for other sectors the impact is measured on the issuer credit rating. §The sum of social, governance, and 
environmental actions exceeds total ESG rating actions because some actions were influenced by multiple factors. 
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Climate Risk Vulnerability: Will the financial 
sector respond to the added heat from 
European regulators? 

Europe's recent regulatory climate stress tests aim to reveal the vulnerabilities for the banking 
sector. Beyond some limitations, not least in data quality, S&P Global Ratings sees them as a 
valuable way to start to gauge environmental and climate-related risk exposure. With increasingly 
brutal and frequent extreme weather events lashing Europe, policymakers need no reminder of 
the potential severe macroeconomic and social implications of climate change. As testing 
becomes more sophisticated over time, it should suggest whether banks' management teams 
need to adjust risk appetites, develop tools to better monitor and manage climate-related risks, 
and even consider changes to their business models. Supervisors' climate stress tests were able 
to identify the main sectors and geographies generating transition and physical risks for banks' 
assets and sought to quantify their exposure to these risks. As such, they provide a forward-
looking view on how different climate scenarios could affect banks' assets. Supervisors are not yet 
penalizing banks with higher capital requirements for such long-range risks, but they are 
ratcheting up the pressure on banks' management to proactively tackle these risks. 

We have been increasingly incorporating environmental considerations and data into our credit 
rating analyses and European regulatory authorities have accelerated their efforts to identify 
climate-related risks (namely, physical and transition risks) and to assess the financial sector's 
exposure to these risks (see chart 1). The translation of climate-related risks into quantifiable 
financial risk has been one key output from this work.  

The Main European Regulatory Climate Works Recently Finalized And Still Ongoing 

 
 
*Preliminary findings. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

 

Various regulatory initiatives are going in the same direction. Over the past few months, the 
European Central Bank (ECB), Bank of England (BoE), and the French Autorité de Contrôle 
Prudentiel et de Resolution (ACPR; the supervisory arm of the Banque de France) have started to 
conduct climate-risk-related stress tests on the financial institutions they supervise. We expect 
these initiatives to be performed regularly and to complement the traditional solvency stress tests 
that supervisors have conducted for many years. However, these climate exercises differ in many 
ways from the traditional stress-testing practices as follows:  
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− The time horizon of the climate stress tests is far longer. The climate scenarios extend over 
30 years, compared with three years generally covered by traditional exercises. 

− The scope is wider. Both banks and insurers are involved and assessed under the same 
scenarios. 

− The scenarios differ greatly. Unlike the traditional exercises, no climate stress test includes a 
GDP contraction in its macroeconomic assumptions. Rather, they look at transition scenarios, 
with different types of climate stress, to assess vulnerabilities to physical and transition risks 
related to climate change. As a result, the magnitude of the modelled impact on bank 
capitalization is typically smaller than that observed in the traditional stress tests. 

− The objective is different. Climate stress tests do not check that banks have a sufficient 
capital buffer to withstand adverse scenarios, but rather to evaluate those institutions' 
exposures to the risks induced by climate change and, ultimately, to raise their awareness of 
the implications of these risks on their business and strategy. 

− Climate stress tests are used differently. They are not used to set capital requirements, nor 
to require individual entities' actions to adjust loan loss coverage. Instead, they are exploratory 
exercises that may inform the authorities' approach to system-wide supervisory policy and 
spur further collaboration and work between regulated entities and supervisors to address any 
issues highlighted. 

 

 

A Brief Explanation Of The Climate Stress Test Exercises And Pilot 

 

ACPR 2020 climate pilot exercise 

Overview: A pilot climate-related stress test conducted, through a bottom-up analysis of exposures to nonfinancial companies, 
households, and sovereigns. The ACPR expects this to become a regular event, with the next one scheduled for 2023/2024. The 
innovative aspect of the ACPR's exercise was the implementation of dynamic balance sheet assumptions to test the strategic 
actions management might take to mitigate the effects of climate change. 

Sample: Nine banks and 15 insurers, accounting for 85% of the total assets in the French banking sector, and 75% of the total 
balance sheet and technical provisions for the French insurance sector. 

Reporting date: April 2021 

ECB climate stress test 

Overview: An initial top-down exercise, focused on exposures to nonfinancial companies. This provides the basis for a more 
complex bottom-up climate stress test relying on banks' self-assessment of their exposure to climate change risk and their 
readiness to address it, which will be released in 2022. 

Sample: Almost all monetary institutions in the euro area. 

Reporting date: Preliminary findings July 2021; final outcome fourth-quarter 2021. 

BOE 2021 Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario (CBES) 

Overview: Bottom-up analysis to evaluate the resilience of the U.K. financial system to the physical and transition risks 
associated with different climate pathways. Key focus on credit risks associated with lending books, focusing on expected credit 
provisions on impaired loans. Also seeks to measure the potential impact of transition and physical scenario variables, like 
carbon prices and sea level rises, on the bank-participants' balance sheets. This is through the macroeconomic impact the three 
scenarios might generate, namely in terms of GDP growth, unemployment rate, interest rates, sovereign bond yields and house 
prices. 

Sample: Seven large U.K. banks, representing about 70% of U.K. bank lending to domestic households and businesses, and large 
insurers. 

Reporting date: First-half 2022. 
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Emerging lessons from the ECB and ACPR stress test results 

One should not read too much into the conclusions of these exercises, not only because of 
significant uncertainty about the pace and impact of climate change, but also because these 
exercises did not consider spillover effects, like supply chain disruptions, or amplifications that 
are typically observed during financial stress or crises. Still, there are some notable takeaways: 

1. Further delays in addressing climate change will only increase the likelihood of environmental 
events that could ultimately destabilize the financial system. 

2. The impact of the climate scenarios on banks' balance sheets--for example in terms of 
expected losses--varies significantly depending on the severity.    

3. High correlation exists between banks' vulnerability and the concentration of their assets in 
geographies and economic sectors more sensitive to physical risks.    

4. Banks more exposed to physical risk tend to be less strongly capitalized and less profitable.    

5. Collateralization plays an important role in limiting credit losses related to physical risks, with 
more than 60% of banks' loan exposures to firms that are subject to physical risks secured by 
collateral.    

6. Banks may struggle to take physical risks into consideration and to model the possible impact 
of changes in insurance premiums and coverage policies on their credit risk parameters, in 
particular loss given default and probability of default. 

7. Transition risk is concentrated in key sectors including high emissions-intensive sectors, like 
manufacturing, electricity, transportation, and construction, which account for a limited 11% 
of loans to non-financial companies.  

8. French banks and insurers appear to have an overall moderate exposure to transition risks.    

9. Non-EU exposures could generate a disproportionate rise in cost of risk. In the ACPR exercise, 
Europe accounted for about 75% of banks' exposures, with exposures to the U.S. a modest 9%.  

10. Physical and transition risks may be dependent on each other and greater policy action could 
reduce physical risks in later decades, but increase the impact of transition risks in the 
meantime.  

Greater disclosure on banks' exposure to climate risks will inform our ratings. We already 
incorporate in our ratings environmental factors and risks associated with climate change, when 
material from a credit perspective and sufficiently measurable/predictable--even beyond our 
outlook horizon. Although only a few rating actions on banks have stemmed from climate and 
environmental risks so far, we acknowledge that the relevance of these risks and opportunities is 
rising, as are the effects they might have on financial systems. We are therefore increasingly 
incorporating environmental considerations and data into our credit rating analysis. As 
supervisors and banks provide greater transparency on the financial sector's vulnerability to these 
risks, this will likely increase the quality and the quantity of data we could leverage in our credit 
analysis; for instance, in our credit loss estimates at both system and individual bank levels. Fuller 
and more comparable disclosures of banks' exposures and vulnerabilities to climate and 
environmental risks would help us further differentiate between banks. 

European Banking Authority (EBA) EU-wide pilot exercise to map climate risk 

Overview: Not a stress or scenario analysis. The EBA sought to measure the greenness of the EU banking sector. It also identified 
data and methodological limitations for mapping banks' exposure to transition risk. The exercise examined a sizable €2.35 trillion 
of exposures to non-small and midsize (SME) EU corporates, representing 42% of the banks' corporate exposures and 78% of 
their non-SME corporate exposures to EU-domiciled obligors. 

Sample: 29 volunteer banks operating in 10 different EU countries that together represented about 50% of the EU banking 
sector's total assets. It also included seven global systemically important institutions (G-SIIs) and 15 other systemically 
important institutions (O-SIIs). 

Reporting date: May 2021. 
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Key Figures 

 
 
Sources: ECB, EBA. 
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Overview: ESG Credit Rating Actions And 
Downgrades 

Monthly Breakdown Of ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions Across All Sectors 
(Excluding Structured Finance) 

 
Note: Rating actions comprise rating, CreditWatch, and outlook changes. *Negative outlook and CreditWatch revisions in April 2020 stood at 
537. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

 

ESG Versus Non ESG-Affected Credit Ratings (January-August 2021) 

 

Downgrades on the issuer level  Downgrades on the tranche level 

  
Note: Includes downgrades between January and August 2021. Entities reflect issuers (ultimate parent only without subsidiaries), except for 
issues/tranches for structured finance. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 
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Sovereigns And International Public Finance 

        Download table of all ESG-related rating actions 

Sovereign And International Public Finance ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions 

 
 
Note: Rating actions comprise rating, CreditWatch, and outlook changes. *April 2020 rating actions amounted to 43, of which 38 corresponded 
to negative outlook revisions. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

Sovereign And International Public Finance: ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions By 
ESG Factor 
Share of total ESG-related credit rating actions 

 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. 
 

The credit impact of the pandemic continues to reverberate for sovereign and international public 
finance issuers. On July 7, we downgraded the Province of British Columbia to 'AA+' from 'AAA' due 
to the pandemic’s blow to the provincial economy and projected financial performance, coupled 
with a significant increase in debt. For Trinidad and Tobago, a drop in per capita income was 
driven by the combined impact of the pandemic and a downturn in the energy sector that also 
reflects the island nation’s vulnerability to the energy transition. We revised the outlook on 
Trinidad and Tobago to negative on July 27, reflecting the likelihood that it may not recover its pre-
pandemic economic resilience. Similarly, we revised the outlook on Panama to negative on August 
4 following a larger-than-expected economic shock from the pandemic that could set back trend 
growth and fiscal performance to levels no longer aligned with 'BBB-' rated peers.   
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U.S. Public Finance  

        Download table of all ESG-related rating actions 

U.S. Public Finance ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions And Downgrades 

 
 
Rating actions comprise rating, CreditWatch, and outlook changes. *April 2020 rating actions amounted to 451 of which 425 corresponded to 
negative outlook revisions. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

U.S. Public Finance: ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions By ESG Factor 
Share of total ESG-related credit rating actions 

 

Note: There was only one rating change in January. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

 
While only one ESG-driven credit rating action occurred in July and August related to 
environmental natural conditions, we view the upcoming months and the height of hurricane 
season as likely to result in additional rating actions in U.S. Public Finance. Furthermore, severe 
and prolonged drought conditions in 11 western states have increased wildfire risks, drinking 
water shortages, electric grid disruptions, and land subsidence, all of which could lead to credit 
rating events absent mitigation measures. These risks also highlight the importance of issuers' 
ESG planning, which could define their responses to the changing conditions that affect their 
operations. On Aug. 18, 2021, we published “Could The Western U.S. Drought Threaten Municipal 
Credit Stability?” Below are important aspects of drought that we’re monitoring within our credit 
rating analysis. 
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The U.S. Drought In Numbers 

 

Sources: U.S. Drought Monitor, NOAA, Sierra Club.  
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Case study: Lake Charles Memorial Hospital, LA 2019 Bond Rating Lowered One Notch To 'BB' On 
Environmental Risk Relative To Peers, Aug. 27, 2021 

We lowered the rating to ‘BB’ from ‘BB+’ reflecting our view of LCMH's heightened environmental risk as well as its challenged 
operating performance including a balance sheet characterized by tight operating liquidity and moderately elevated debt. We 
believe the hospital’s reserves and liquidity are insufficient to mitigate its exposure to chronic and acute physical risks that stem 
from hurricanes and flooding. Furthermore, the hospital expects to have negative operating results in fiscal 2020—ended Dec. 
31—with losses growing further through the first half of fiscal 2021 with less than 1.0x maximum annual debt service (MADS) 
coverage, though management currently anticipates covenant compliance at year-end. The stable outlook is supported by our 
expectation that underlying operations will turn positive over the outlook period and the balance sheet will remain favorable 
compared to fiscal 2019 levels. We believe unrestricted reserves must remain superior to 2019 levels given the added cushion 
necessary to offset the higher environmental risk. We consider LCMH's environmental risk to be higher than its sector peers and 
this has driven the rating action. As shown this past year, the hospital's location near the Gulf Coast makes it susceptible to 
various severe weather events. The financial risks associated with this exposure have so far been significantly mitigated given 
ample insurance coverage and timely payout of funds, and management is also well-versed in the FEMA application process, 
which is ongoing and could yield upward of $17 million based on current estimates. LCMH is also currently evaluating targeted 
investments across its facilities to add greater resiliency to the organization, such as retrofitting windows and developing a water 
well on the flagship campus. In addition to facility damage, weather-related financial pressure for health care providers also 
manifests itself in the form of lower volumes and higher labor and supply expenses. We believe mitigating investments and an 
increased balance sheet cushion cannot fully offset the risk of these pressures occurring again in the future.  

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors relevant for the rating action: 

− Environment - Natural Conditions 

https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=49179762&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=49179762&From=SNP_CRS
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Corporates And Infrastructure 

        Download table of all ESG-related rating actions 

Corporates And Infrastructure ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions And Downgrades 
 

 
 
Note: Rating actions comprise rating, CreditWatch, and outlook changes. *April 2020 rating actions amounted to 187, of which 101 
corresponded to negative outlook revisions. May 2020 rating actions amounted to 139, of which 44 corresponded to negative outlook revisions. 
Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

Corporates And Infrastructure: ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions By ESG Factor 
Share of total ESG-related credit rating actions 

 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

 

More than three in four ESG-related credit rating actions 
were positive over the summer, helped by early vaccinations 
especially in the U.S. 
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The U.S. leisure and entertainment sector displayed signs of recovery from the pandemic and 
benefited from pent-up demand over the summer with the resumption of live events and outdoor 
entertainment. During July and August, we took positive rating actions on:  

− Pugnacious Endeavors Inc. 

− Live Nation Entertainment Inc. 

− National CineMedia LLC 

− NASCAR Holdings, LLC 

− Herschend Entertainment Company LLC 

− Six Flags Entertainment Corporation 

− Cedar Fair L.P. 

We believe the current trend of recovering attendance in the live events industry will accelerate 
in the second half of 2021 due to the removal of social distancing requirements. This includes the 
return of live music events, with outdoor venues coming back first. Live sporting events in the U.S. 
have seen significantly growing attendance over the past several months. Increasing vaccination 
rates, reduced capacity restrictions and mask requirements, and a robust film slate are also 
supporting theater attendance recovery. We believe consumers are meaningfully less resistant to 
and, to some extent, eagerly reentering public spaces due to pent-up demand, driving a rebound in 
attendance at theme parks this past summer. We believe the pace of theme park recovery was 
somewhat slower in terms of attendance at parks in states that imposed stricter restrictions.  

Finally, in the U.S. we have observed a steady resurgence in domestic air travel, which normally 
accounts for 75%-80% of total U.S. traffic. In July, pent-up demand for holidays and leisure travel 
pushed U.S. air traffic to almost 85% of 2019 pre-pandemic levels (compared to less than 40%-
50% for many European airports). The summer surge is likely to taper this fall due to typical 
seasonality along with an increase in COVID-19 cases that appears to be affecting bookings 
according to recent data. Nonetheless, the rebound in traffic and billions of dollars in direct 
federal support has contributed to our positive rating actions on the following U.S. airlines, 
although ratings remain one to four notches below pre-pandemic levels. 

− Southwest Airlines Co. 

− Delta Air Lines Inc. 

− American Airlines Group Inc. 

− JetBlue Airways Corporation 

− United Airlines Holdings, Inc 
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Financial Services  

        Download table of all ESG-related rating actions 

Financial services ratings have experienced very few ESG-related credit impacts over the past 
16 months. Since April 2020, the banking and insurance sectors have seen hardly any rating or 
outlook changes directly attributable to ESG factors (even if several negative outlook revisions 
were triggered by the indirect economic effects of the pandemic). The ESG trends we see as most 
relevant for financial services companies, and which are growing in momentum, are tackling 
climate change and the standardization of ESG reporting. As many countries target a green 
recovery post-COVID-19, banks and insurers have an opportunity to support this with how they 
allocate capital through lending, investing, or underwriting. This presents opportunities for growth 
and returns, but also poses challenges as firms look to manage their exposures to climate risks 
throughout their value chains. However, because banks and insurers are often dependent on the 
quality of disclosure from their underlying counterparties (for example, borrowers, policyholders, 
or investee companies), their ability to reliably assess their own exposures can be undermined if 
there are gaps in the underlying data. 

 

 

  

Case Study: Japan Post Insurance Outlook Revised To Positive On Improved 
Governance; 'A' Ratings Affirmed 

On August 31, we revised our outlook on Japan Post Insurance Co. Ltd. (A/Positive/A-1) on the 
back of improvements in the design of governance and internal controls.   

Back in 2019 we revised our outlook to negative and eventually downgraded Japan Post 
Insurance due to a headline-grabbing event that saw the insurer engage in inappropriate sales. 
The company announced initiatives to address the issue. Our actions reflected the highlighted 
shortcomings in the company’s governance structure, as well as our view that the event could 
weaken its brand and reputation and hurt its competitive position and financial performance. 

The company has since remedied major deficiencies in the structure of its governance and 
internal controls, such as the design of its incentives for new sales, on the orders of Japan's 
Financial Services Agency. We expect the company will apply and monitor these remedies to 
reduce incentives and opportunities for improper insurance sales. 

However, whether Japan Post Insurance's improved governance and internal controls will work 
effectively is untested. In our view, their effectiveness depends heavily on the company's 
corporate culture and awareness of its fiduciary duty, which requires time to take root. We will 
closely monitor how its governance and internal controls work. 

We will consider upgrading Japan Post Insurance if the recently strengthened governance and 
control structure proves effective as sales activities normalize. This would require the absence 
of any significant event that brought into question the effectiveness of its governance and 
internal controls, coupled with a stabilization of sales activities. 

We may revise the outlook back to stable if any significant cases arise suggesting the 
company's governance and internal controls are not working as effectively as intended. 

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors relevant for the rating action: 

− Governance - Risk management and internal controls  

https://disclosure.spglobal.com/ratings/en/regulatory/article/-/view/sourceId/100522800
https://disclosure.spglobal.com/ratings/en/regulatory/article/-/view/sourceId/100522800
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Structured Finance 

        Download table of all ESG-related rating actions 

Structured Finance ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions And Downgrades 
 

 
 
Note: May 2020 rating actions amounted to 167, of which 154 corresponded to negative outlook revisions. §June 2020 rating actions amounted 
to 182, of which 137 corresponded to negative outlook revisions. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

Structured Finance: ESG-Related Credit Rating Actions By ESG Factor  
Share of total ESG-related credit rating actions 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings.  
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https://disclosure.spglobal.com/ratings/en/regulatory/article/-/view/sourceId/100522800
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Credit FAQ: Social RMBS: Is The Pursuit Of Housing Equality A Risky Business? 

(See also Credit FAQ: Green Mortgages And Green RMBS: What Are The Challenges?, June 28, 2021) 

On Sept. 1, 2021, we published “Social RMBS: Is The Pursuit of Housing Equality a Risky Business?” which details our view that 
while social mortgages may improve access to finance for underserved borrowers, there are potential credit risks inherent to 
social lending. The article explores topics including: 

− What are social residential mortgage-backed securities? 

− Will social mortgages drive product and RMBS innovation in the longer term? 

− How will social lending affect credit ratings? 

The graphic below illustrates some borrower and loan characteristics that may be included in lenders’ target populations for social 
mortgages. 

Borrower And Loan Characteristics That May Be Included In Lenders’ Target 
Population For Social Mortgages 
 

 

 
 
*Reverse mortgages or retirement interest only. LTI--Long-to-income ratio. DTI--Debt-to-income ratio. Source: S&P Global Ratings. 
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https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=49212687&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48565042&From=SNP_CRS
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Appendix 

COVID-19's direct (ESG) versus indirect (non-ESG) credit 
rating impact 

We consider the COVID-19 pandemic to be a social credit factor when we believe health concerns 
and social-distancing measures have a direct impact on an entity's activities. Put differently, our 
data presented here exclude rating actions stemming from the pandemic-induced recession, and 
from the downturn in oil and gas that started before the COVID-19 outbreak and is tied to 
oversupply and a price war. For sovereign ratings, however, we see the pandemic's direct and 
indirect macroeconomic, fiscal, and external impacts as intertwined and feeding into each other, 
and therefore consider rating actions triggered by the COVID-19-induced recession as health and 
safety-related. 

We have tagged credit rating actions tied directly to health 
and safety concerns as ESG-driven 

One of the clearest examples is airlines, for which demand has significantly dropped due to travel 
restrictions to stop the spread of the virus. Other examples include auto dealers, which were 
forced to close their doors due to social-distancing requirements, resulting in lost sales for auto 
manufacturers. Movie theaters, airports, restaurants, and leisure activities were/have been shut 
down due to the virus and local requirements for social distancing, resulting in a total cessation of 
revenue streams and limitations on large and social gatherings. 

For the purposes of classifying ESG impacts, we excluded indirect rating actions tied to the 
pandemic-induced recession. 

For example, the recession may ultimately increase the risk of nonpayments for banks or depress 
asset values, affecting insurers. While important, we have not flagged these as ESG-driven. 
Similarly, many corporate sectors are indirectly affected; for instance, many consumer products 
companies have had to reduce their advertising, thereby affecting media companies. Also, job 
losses and loss of consumer confidence have stopped buyers from making large consumer 
products purchases. 
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ESG Research Highlights 

ESG in credit ratings industry-related commentaries 

− ESG In Credit Ratings Newsletter July 2021, July 22, 2021 

− ESG In Credit Ratings Newsletter June 2021, June 30, 2021 

− The ESG Pulse: Sustainability-Linked Bonds Are Taking Off, June 8, 2021 

− The ESG Pulse: A Spotlight On Structured Finance, April 28, 2021 

− The ESG Pulse: Texas Storm Highlights Need For Preparedness, March 24, 2021  

− The ESG Pulse: 2020 Lookback, Feb. 16, 2021 

− The ESG Pulse: 2021 Lookahead, Feb. 11, 2021 

− The ESG Pulse: Reimagining Accounting To Measure Climate Change Risks, Dec. 22, 2020 

− The ESG Pulse: COVID-19 Vaccine Hope As Second Wave Sets In, Nov. 19, 2020 

− The ESG Pulse: Better Climate Data Could Provide Foundation For Understanding Physical 
Risks, Oct. 8, 2020 

− The ESG Pulse: The Search For A Vaccine, Aug. 31, 2020 

− The ESG Pulse: Social Factors Could Drive More Rating Actions As Health And Inequality 
Remain In Focus, July 17, 2020 

ESG industry report cards 

− https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/products-benefits/products/esg-in-credit-ratings 

Cross-practice Sustainable Finance 

− ESG Sustainability Finance Newsletter, Sep. 23, 2021 

− ESG Sustainability Finance Newsletter, July 21, 2021 

− Model Behavior: How Enhanced Climate Risk Analytics Can Better Serve Financial Market 
Participants, June 24, 2021 

− Environmental, Social, And Governance: How Sustainability-Linked Debt Has Become A New 
Asset Class, April 28, 2021 

− Environmental, Social, And Governance: Natural Capital And Biodiversity: Reinforcing Nature 
As An Asset, April 12, 2021 

− Six Key Corporate Governance Trends For 2021, March 22, 2021  

− Rising Shareholder Activism Mostly Harms Credit Quality, March 17, 2021  

− Transition Finance: Finding A Path To Carbon Neutrality Via The Capital Markets, March 9, 
2021  

− Sustainability In 2021: A Bird's-Eye View Of The Top Five ESG Topics, Jan. 28, 2021 

Sovereigns and supranationals 

− ESG Overview: Global Sovereigns, Feb. 3, 2021 

− How Multilateral Lending Institutions Are Responding To The COVID-19 Pandemic, June 9, 
2020 

International public finance 

− Institutional Framework Assessment: Australian States And Territories, Nov. 9, 2020 

https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/pdf.aspx?ResearchDocumentId=48808414&isPDA=Y
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/pdf.aspx?ResearchDocumentId=48584483&isPDA=Y
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48415481&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48007040&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47657026&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47335890&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47301418&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46847204&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46558544&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46100485&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46100485&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45820582&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45385355&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45385355&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/products-benefits/products/esg-in-credit-ratings
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/pdf.aspx?ResearchDocumentId=49381561&isPDA=Y
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/pdf.aspx?ResearchDocumentId=48805744&isPDA=Y
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11977230&ArtRevId=2&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11977230&ArtRevId=2&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48010181&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48010181&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47840455&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47840455&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11885338&ArtRevId=1&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11877524&ArtRevId=1&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11864585&ArtRevId=2&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/products-benefits/products/esg-in-credit-ratings
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47217494&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45094304&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46467122&From=SNP_CRS
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− ESG Industry Report Card For Non-U.S. Public And Nonprofit Social Housing Providers, Aug. 4, 
2020 

U.S. public finance 

− ESG U.S. Public Finance Report Card: Florida Governments And Not-For-Profit Enterprises, 
Sep. 9, 2021 

− ESG Brief: Cyber Risk Management in U.S. Public Finance, June 28, 2021 

− The Top 10 Management Characteristics Of Highly Rated State And Local Borrowers: Through 
The ESG Lens, June 29, 2021 

− ESG U.S. Public Finance Report Card: California Governments And Not-For-Profit Enterprises, 
June 16, 2021 

− Article Examines How California's Wildfire Risks Affect Utility Credit Quality, June 4, 2021 

− ESG Brief: Emerging Themes In U.S. Public Finance, June 3, 2021 

− Winter Storm In Texas Will Continue To Be Felt In Utilities’ Credit Profiles, March 15, 2021 

− Better Data Can Highlight Climate Exposure: Focus On U.S. Public Finance, Aug. 24, 2020 

− California Public Power Utilities Face Disparate Physical And Credit Exposures To Wildfires, 
Aug. 4, 2020 

Corporates and infrastructure 

− Keeping The Lights On: U.S. Utilities’ Exposure To Physical Climate Risks, Sep. 16, 2021 

− Updated Views On North American Utility Regulatory Jurisdictions - June 2021, June 29, 2021 

− European Retailers Seek To Reopen Their Doors To Usher In The Post-Pandemic Recovery, 
June 29, 2021 

− How Will Increasing Investor Focus On ESG Factors Affect North American Energy Companies?, 
June 28, 2021 

− The Energy Transition: ESG Concerns Are Starting To Present Capital Market Challenges To 
North American Energy Companies, June 14, 2021 

− The Health Care Credit Beat: U.S. Economic Recovery Doesn't Have To Follow Herd Immunity, 
June 11, 2021 

− COVID-19 Heat Map: Pent-Up Demand And Supply Shortages Further Improve Recovery 
Prospects For Credit Quality, June 8, 2021 

− For Investor-Owned Utilities, Winter Storm Uri Hasn't Yet Affected Our View Of Texas' 
Regulatory Framework, June 8, 2021 

− Asia's Oil Giants Will Be Key To Global Climate Fight, June 7, 2021 

− The Energy Transition: ESG Concerns Are Starting To Present Capital Market Challenges To 
North American Energy Companies, June 14, 2021 

− Article Examines How California's Wildfire Risks Affect Utility Credit Quality, June 4, 2021 

− The ESG Winds Of Change Could Become A Tempest For Global Oil And Gas Producers, June 2, 
2021 

− How ESG Factors Are Shaping North American Regulated Investor-Owned Utilities' Credit 
Quality, April 28 2021 

Banks: 

− The Greening Of Financial Services: Challenges For Bank And Insurance Green And 
Sustainability Hybrids, Aug. 12, 2020 

− Islamic Finance And ESG: Sharia-Compliant Instruments Can Put The S In ESG, May 27, 2020 

− Climate Change: Can Banks Weather The Effects?, Sept. 9, 2019 

https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45583430&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=49286354&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48568014&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48575616&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48575616&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48477029&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48380390&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48378345&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47595976&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45763345&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45584276&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=49334897&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11998892&ArtRevId=10&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48572376&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48567485&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48461650&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48461650&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48452629&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48418970&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48418970&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48418826&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48418826&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48402657&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48380390&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48362948&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48013099&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48013099&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45668320&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45668320&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=44976605&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=42426265&From=SNP_CRS
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Insurance 

− Global Reinsurers Grapple With Climate Change Risks, Sep. 23, 2021 

− COVID-19 Highlights Global Insurance Protection Gap On Climate Change, Sept. 28, 2020 

− COVID-19 Pushes Global Reinsurers Farther Out On Thin Ice; Sector Outlook Revised To 
Negative, May 18, 2020 

− Sink Or Swim: The Importance Of Adaptation Projects Rises With Climate Risks, Dec. 3, 2019 

Structured finance 

− CLO Pulse Q1 2021: Sector Averages Of Reinvesting European CLO Assets, July 8, 2021 

− Credit FAQ: Green Mortgages And Green RMBS: What Are The Challenges?, June 28, 2021 

− SF Credit Brief: The Impact Of ESG-Prohibited Industries In U.S. CLOs, May 25 2021 

− ESG Industry Report Card: Auto Asset-Backed Securities, March 31, 2021 

− ESG Industry Report Card: Collateralized Loan Obligations, March 31, 2021 

− ESG Industry Report Card: Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities, March 31, 2021 

− ESG Industry Report Card: Credit Card Asset-Backed Securities, March 31, 2021 

− ESG Industry Report Card: Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities, March 31, 2021 

− ESG Industry Report Card: Student Loan Asset-Backed Securities, March 31, 2021 

− Credit FAQ: How Will The Recent Floods Affect Australian RMBS?, March 31, 2021 

− COVID-19 Activity In Global Structured Finance As Of Dec. 11, 2020, Dec. 18, 2020 

 

ESG In Credit Ratings Criteria-Related 
Commentaries 

Cross-practice 

− Request For Comment: Environmental, Social, And Governance (ESG) Principles In Credit 
Ratings, May 17, 2021 

− The Role Of Environmental, Social, And Governance Credit Factors In Our Ratings Analysis, 
Sept. 12, 2019 

Sovereigns and local and regional governments 

− How Environmental, Social, And Governance Factors Help Shape The Ratings On Governments, 
Insurers, And Financial Institutions, Oct. 23, 2018 

U.S. public finance 

− Through the ESG Lens 2.0: A Deeper Dive Into U.S. Public Finance Credit Factors, April 28, 2020 

− When U.S. Public Finance Ratings Change, ESG Factors Are Often The Reason, March 28, 2019 

Corporates and infrastructure 

− How Management & Governance Risks and Opportunities Factor Into Global Corporate 
Ratings, Nov. 7, 2018 

− How Social Risks And Opportunities Factor Into Global Corporate Ratings, April 11, 2018 

− How Environmental And Climate Risks Factor Into Global Corporate Ratings, Oct. 21, 2015 

https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=49378158&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46015141&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11489774&ArtRevId=1&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=11489774&ArtRevId=1&sid=&sind=A&
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=43169725&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48655542&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48565042&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48298006&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48298006&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47722407&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47722402&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47722436&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47722470&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47722482&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47722512&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=47709879&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46822891&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48231262&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=48231262&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=42441387&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40026098&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40026098&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=43844620&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=41134863&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40175518&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40175518&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=38653195&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?articleId=&ArtObjectId=9373730&ArtRevId=1&sid=&sind=A&
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− How ESG Factors Have Begun To Influence Our Project Finance Rating Outcomes, Jan. 27, 
2020 

Banks 

− How Environmental, Social, And Governance Factors Help Shape The Ratings On Governments, 
Insurers, And Financial Institutions, Oct. 23, 2018 

Insurance 

− How Environmental, Social, And Governance Factors Help Shape The Ratings On Governments, 
Insurers, And Financial Institutions, Oct. 23, 2018 

Structured finance 

− ESG Credit Factors In Structured Finance, Sept. 19, 2019 

  

https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=43548501&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40026098&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40026098&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40026098&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=40026098&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=42495225&From=SNP_CRS
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